Non-stop audio
logging software

Logjay
Originally conceived as an advanced non-stop 90days audio logger, Logjay has
been improved into a comprehensive non-stop audio logging software that fully
takes advantage from today's PCs digital technology to store massive amounts of audio
and video with fast access and retrieving features. Logjay is in fact three products
in one software package: non-stop long-time logger to provide your local Radio Authority
with copies of sections of your broadcast on request, 100% customizable recorder
for automatic recording of satellite news feeds, silence detector including a blank alarm
system via SMS. You can finally get rid of those old time-lapse video recorders
of questionable quality and reliaibility, and with high mainteinance costs
(you have to periodically check machines, other than purchasing and periodically
replace tapes). Logjay: more power and versatility at a fraction of the cost
of a conventional tape based logging system!
Works with off-the-shelf hardware
You don't need any "special" or expensive hardware component
to run Logjay: the software works fine with almost any PC
equipped with a any Windows compatible sound card (such as the
one integrated into your motherboard). Accessing any of the
software features turns very easy for everybody thanks to the
Windows XP based interface.

Local Area Network support
It is possible to play the recorded audio instantly on any
workstation in your LAN: more than one copy of the player
module can access to the same recordings across a local
network, while the recording module simultaneously carries on
recording. You don't need to stop recording if you wish to listen
any previously recorded passage!

Multi-channel structure
Logjay can log at the same time up to 4 different audio inputs
on the same recording workstation. The software has been
carefully engineered on building blocks, so you may purchase
just the needed channels and features and save money on your
initial purchase; for example, you may purchase only 2 of the
4 available modules, the first one with just the basic features
for the logging purposes, the second one with the "pro pack"
which includes the most advanced scheduling and blank detection
features. of course, you may always upgrade to 3 or 4 channels
and/or add the "pro pack" for each channel should you need it
in the future. the following windows refers to the full 4
channels version.

Alla destra dei monitor video, sono ben visibili le indicazioni relative
ai vari parametri di registrazione, tra cui VU-meter e analizzatore di
spettro per visualizzare in tempo reale il segnale audio in ingresso.
Come per tutti i prodotti della Winjay s.r.l., anche Lapsejay e' fornito
personalizzato con il marchio della Vs. emittente.

automatic indexing and file rotation features
Logjay automatically stores and indexes recorded audio by date
and time. Logjay offers an instant access to recorded audio
thanks to its exclusive indexing and locating system. Gone are
the days of rewinding through miles of tapes for hours (or
days) to locate the desired passage! With Logjay you just select
desired date and time, and press play to listen to the exact
passage. Logjay can be set to automatically rotate logged files
to keep track of a desider number of days (according to your
local regulations) and if you wish, can automatically erase older
days to make room for the new ones. Logged files may be named
by date and time (for example, for fast retrieving should you
need to edit them before other tasks) or you may always use a
fixed file, that will be overwritten on each new recording: this
way, our radio automation software Winjay will be ready to use
the logged audio on the air with little or no human intervention!

supports most audio codecs
Logjay can take advantage from the most part of audio codecs
installed on Windows, like the modern Divx/WMA or mp3: thanks
to them, it is possible to log 90 days of phone quality audio
stuff on less than 5 Gb of Hard Disk space! Of course, it is
possible to choose recording quality depending on your needs
and available hard disk space indipendently for each of the four
channels: audio codecs, sampling rate, mono or stereo logging,
etc. For example, logging 90 days using the divx/wma codec in
near-cd quality, nice enough to re-broadcast the logged audio,
you need only 65 Gb of hard disk!
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Powerful scheduling features

The silence detection and the SMS alarm system

Logjay can do much more than just storing the last 90 (or whatever)
days of audio stuff: thanks to powerful scheduling features, it is
possibile to automatically start and stop recording according to a
preset schedule for each day of the week or by means of external
triggering from a satellite receiver: this way, tasks like capturing
satellite news feeds or activating recording just when needed are easily
performed, saving valuable hard disk space. At the same time,
you may easily schedule recall of your favourite recording
settings (profiles), to change recording quality or any other
operating switches.

Monitoring a radio station for constant audio output is at the
same time a quite costly task but indeed of vital importance,
especially if you own different trasmission sites on different
frequencies; likewise, it turns surely useful to check for
crashes of your radio automation software, which could leave
your radio blanked for hours until somebody realizes that a
fault has arised. Thanks to its powerful silence detector, Logjay
can tirelessly monitor your radio station output and behave as
desired whenever the audio signal goes blank. Of course, the
time before silence is reported as well as the silence threshold
are both customizable, so you won't end up with false reports
during orchestral pauses or speech, for example. As soon as
a blank is detected for each of the 4 available inputs, logjay
is able to undertake two different approaches, which may be
used at the same time as well: 1) it sends a trigger on the
parallel port to switch an auxiliary audio source or try to reset
your automation system and
2) notifies your tech personnel by means
of fast and cheap SMS messages: this way,
it is possible to fix the failure with minimal
delay from the detection, without having
to continuosly monitor your signal!
Moreover, audio logging and monitoring
run at the same time for each channel, so
you may listen for blanks while at the same
time logging the incoming audio.

To access these extra features, you don't need any customized
relay cards or other nasty stuff: just hook the start/stop and
audio outputs from your satellite receiver to your sound card:
logjay works in background and automatically starts/stops
recording as soon the triggers are received marking beginning
and end of the news.

Main features
Works with consumer grade hardware components
Multi-channel building-block Structure

Tech support

Full Local Area Network Support

Its up-to-date with the newest information technologies: we
offer a free e-mail and remote desktop support via the interbet.
Our web site is constantly updated wiith product infos, news,
upgrades: shortly, anything which could turn useful to keep
the contact with our customers alive. A on-line forum allows
you to share your knowledge on Winjay products with real-life
users! for more details please visit us on the world wide web:
www.winjay.it

Silence detector features with alarm system via SMS
Automatically indexes recorded audio by date and time, and
removes older recordings to make space for the new ones.
Supports most audio codecs
Powerful scheduling and triggering features
Internet Time synchronizer: keeps your system clocks always
updated via your internet connection
M u lt i l a n g ua g e S o ft wa r e a n d E n g l i s h u s e r s m a n ua l s
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Cassette
tapes
Dvd / Cd-R

A winning product
Wi n j ay a n d L o g j ay g e t m o r e a n d m o r e a c k n o w l e d g m e n t s
f r o m p r o b r o a d c a s t e r s a n d a r e c h o s e n by a n i n c r e a s i n g
n u m b e r o f p r e s t i g i o u s ra d i o s tat i o n s .

Radio Antenna Adriatica - Andria (BA)
Radio Onda Libera - Palestrina (RM)
Lattemiele
Radio Rosa - Balberino Val D'Elsa (SI)
Rete Nazionale
Radio Dolomiti - Trento (TN)
Radiomania - Senigallia (AN)
Radio Città Bianca Tam Tam Network - Ostuni (BR)
Radio Valle D'Aosta 101 - Aosta (AO)
Radio Tele Mare - Trapani (TP)
Tam Tam Network
Radio Serena - Roma (RM)
Rete Nazionale
Tele Radio Orte - Orte (VT)
Onda Regio - Sannicandro Garganico (FG)
Radio Messina Sud - Messina (ME)
Rete Uno Network - Manduria (TA)
Radio Company
Puglia / Marche
Radio Delta Uno Tam Tam Network - Grottaglie (TA)
Radio 103 - Rutigliano (BA)
Radio Laser - Pisticci (MT)
Mondoradio - Tricase (LE)
Radio Tour
Rete 96 Network - Forlì (FC)
Basilicata
Manaus Disco Pub - Martina Franca (TA)
Radio Futura Network - Menfi (AG)
Radio Galassia - Molfetta (BA)
Radio Piombino 25 - Piombino (LI)
Radio Bombo - TRani (BA)
Roma Radio
Radio S.Maria dei Miracoli - Andria (BA)
The Tube Station
Radio Alce - Caserta (CE)
Radio Fiemme - Tesero (TN)
Quarto Canale - Francavilla Fontana (BR)
Ciccio Riccio
Radio Lupo Solitario - Samarate (VA)
Multiradio - Massafra (TA)
Radio Studio 95 - Mesagne (BR)
Radio Gamma Rovereto - Rovereto (TN)
Facolta' di Frequenza
Radio CL1 - Caltanisetta - (CL)
Universita' di Siena
Radio TRC - Cerignola (FG)
Radio Dimensione Musica - Gaggio Montano (BO)
Radio Teramo In - Teramo (TE)
Radio Rama / Radio donna - Manduria (TA)
Puglia / Basilicata / Sicilia
Marche / Lombardia / Friuli ... e tante altre !!!

Global Music - Switzerland

Global FM - Switzerland

Kenya Broadcasting Corporation - Nairobi

Soleil Media - France

Radio Jazz International - Switzerland

STAR 107.7 FM - Weston Super Mare - UK

Hellena 104.8 - Belgium

Sonido 95 FM - Dominican Republic

Cheviot FM - UK

Radio Magic 1/2

ATR1170 - Annandale, Virginia - U.S.A.
... e tante altre !!!
Radio Italia Anni 60
Sicilia
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